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predictions, it was by no means clear that longitudinal polarisation could be obtained
even after spin matching.
Nevertheless, on the rst attempt with the rotators switched on at the chosen
energy of 27:5 GeV , a longitudinal electron polarisation of about 56% was attained.
This is to be compared with the 65% polarisation attained immediately beforehand
with the rotators turned o.
This was the rst time in the history of high energy storage ring physics that
longitudinal polarisation had been attained. Space limitations prevent my giving
more details here but complete information and diagrams can be found in [1].
Subsequently longitudinal polarisation levels of about 70% for periods of up to ten
hours for positrons in collision with tens of milliamps of high energy protons have been
achieved. Furthermore by measuring the polarisation of individual positron bunches
the inuence of the beam{beam interaction on the polarisation has been observed and
found to be exotic. For example positron bunches in collision with protons can have
a higher polarisation than non{colliding bunches and the polarisation of both groups
of bunches is very sensitive to the tunes of the machine. Obviously, complicated
resonance phenomena are at work [5].
Outlook
In the year 2000 two more pairs of spin rotators will be installed so that three HERA
experiments can work with longitudinally polarised electrons or positrons.
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